(see [5h [8] or (3.4) below). Thus for these diffeomorphisms a finite amount of data determines all of the numbers N. m
In this article we consider a weakening of this invariant which still contains considerable information and has the advantage of being closely related to homological invariants of f.
In the following we assume that ^ is a basic of f (see * Research supported in part by NSF Grant GP42329X. AMS subject classification number 5BF20.
§loi définit i. i n\)
Definition; The reduced zeta function Z ± of f on A ± , is defined to be the rational function Ç(f |. ) with all its coefficients re-.....
One of our main results ((5-6) in the text), relates the re duced zet< functions to homological invariants of f.
Theorem. Suppose f : M ~* M satisfies Axiom A and the no-cycle property, and has basic sets « * *f\^ 9 then the ^ equal: The reduced zeta functions also give a necessary condition for a collection of abstract basic sets to be the basic sets of a dif~ feomorphism (in any homotopy class) on a manifold K. This is is applicable to a much larger class of diffeomorphisms, as no assumptions about orientabillty need be made.
The heart of the proof of all these results is a local version of the main theorem above which has the same hypothesis and is Applying the result above to these two cases we obtain
and P(T * P(TÌB 1 )P(T # JH^C)) . Thus 7 P(T|C ± ) -P{T # lH i (C))P(TiB i )P(TiB 1^1 )-
but since everything cancels in the product of the P(T|B^), we have " n / «\1+1 "
An Important special case of this result which will be used subsequently is the following. where n -dim C. Thus C(a) with all coefficients reduced mod 2 is equal to C(S). q.e.d.
We wish to consider C(f#) where f* is the map on the homology of a space induced by a continuous map of the space. Since it will be necessary to consider different fields of coefficients we will use the following notation. Hence by Lemmas (1.2) and (I. 2 *), <n(f; R) with all coefficients reduced mod 2 is equal to n(f;. Zg). q.e.d.
For later use we cite one other well known fact and give its proof since it is quite short. .
We remark that N is eqt.il to2l(p; f" 
00
•» We will also need the following lemma. where "both products are taken over all periodic orbits in A^* Clearly these should be the same when reduced mod 2 if we can make s< of the infinite products. We do this by considering formal power series. To do this we show they have the same coefficient of t n . Let 
:L -1. Thus, if we set j « i-1 and denote P i by P i we have,
Taking a product over 0 < 1 < t we get n *n (
where P -HP,, * Proof; This is easily proved directly, however as remarked in *» n " / t ^ k (5.1), C(f*) = n Cv"
x ' where n = dim M, and if we now apply k=0 K Proposition (5-4) with q = n and q = n + 1 we see that there are polynomials P^ and Pp such that
and P^" 1 ' n TI. «.C(f # ).
1-1
It follows that P^ » P 2 -1 so we have the desired result. Note the dimension requirements are always satisfied. q.e.d. Proof; Take the equality of (5.4) for q and divide by the equality of (5.4) for q -1. q.e.d.
We can now obtain the Morse inequalities for the reduced zeta functions Z^. The following result is analagous to Theorem 2 of [4] , but uses the reduced zeta functions and thereby obviates the necessity of the hypothesis about orlentability. Proof of (5.7): If we take the equality of (5*^) and raise it to the power (-1)^ we obtain
By Theorem (4.1), RIJ with coefficients reduced mod 2 is equal to u.
. Hence if p is equal to P with coefficients reduced Applying the same type of argument to the equality of (5*5)
we obtain the second of our main theorems. left hand side of this equation is 2 (-1) " deg Z . Now 
".
In order to give several examples with zero dimensional basic sets we review briefly the structure of these basic sets.
If G is an n x n matrix of zeroes and ones we define We have emphasized the reduced zeta function because it is an invariant of an abstract basic set, that is, the topological conjugacy type of f restricted to the basic set and does not depend on the embedding of the basic set or the extension of f to M.
However, if one knows extra data it may be possible to compute the functions rt^(f; R) which are stronger invariants and (5*7) and by (1.?). Thus in this framework, where one + -knows both A and A , the functions are easily computable and it is more appropriate to use them than the reduced zeta functions.
